March , 2019
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
[Docket No. PTO-P-201 -0053]
Response to Request for Comments on: 2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter Eligibility Guidance
Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and
Director of the USPTO
Andrei Iancu
Announcement of Revised Guidance for Determining Subject Matter Eligibility
Via email: Eligibility2019@uspto.gov
Dear Sir:
Thank you for this opportunity:
1. to comment on all the issues addressed by 2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter Eligibility
Guidance and
2. to submit suggestions for material to address in future guidance supplements.
Probably no one has described the incoherence of § 101-eligibility doctrine better than Judge Plager in
Interv l Licensing LLC, v. AOL, Inc., 96 F.3d 1335, 134 (Fed. Cir. 201 ).i Because SCOTUS and the
CAFC have been unable to clarify this doctrine, Epistemography LLC must commend the Director and
the the Office for taking the lead in clarification.
Below are comments and suggestions.
Sincerely,
Joachim Martillo
Patent Agent USPTO
Registration Number: 76,552
ThorsProvoni@protonmail.com

PS. This email is attached in a PDF file.
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Introd ction
The ligibility Guidance is helpful in so far as it goes, but it does not really explain how SCOTUS
broke the US patent system. Maybe xaminers have no need to understand the mistake that the USPTO
is surreptitiously correcting, but if they do, they will probably perform better and higher quality
examinations.
SCOTUS’ use of the word idea in decisions since Ru er-Tip Pencil Co. v. Howard, 87 U.S. 498
(1874) has been confusing and incoherent, but this word or the phrase a stract idea did not ruin the
patent system. Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus Labs., Inc., 132 S. Ct. 1289, 566 U.S. 66, 182
L. d. 2d 321, 2012 U.S. L XIS 2316, 101 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) 1961 rendered the patent system
logically inconsistent because the Prometheus Claim 1 is obviously § 101-eligible. Then SCOTUS
created a test for § 101-eligibility in Alice Corp., 134 S. Ct. t 2355, 110 USPQ2d at 19 1 (citing
Mayo, 566 U.S. 66, 101 USPQ2d 1961) and taught that it finds the claims at issue in M yo and Alice §
101-ineligible. This illogic creates a situation such that judges following guidance from SCOTUS can
find an obviously § 101-eligible claim either ineligible or eligible1 and follow SCOTUS in either
finding.
This Guidance is helpful in overcoming the problem the broken § 101-eligibility doctrine has created,
but there is a need for future supplemental guidance with respect to the nature of invention in the
context of logic circuits. Such guidance will help examiners but may ultimately be beneficial to
attorneys representing clients in post-grant review proceedings, in ITC trials, and in Article III court
proceedings.

What’s the Matter with Mayo?
Below is Prometheus claim 1 of US patent no. 6,355,623 (Seidman, Method of treating IBD/Crohn's
disease and related conditions wherein drug metabolite levels in host blood cells determine subsequent
dosage).

1

According to Di mond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175 (1981), see below.
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Step (a) comes from prior art disclosure found in US patent no. 5,733,915 (Sandborn, Use of
azathioprine to treat Crohn's disease). If the above Seidman ‘623 claim had been staked out in
Sandborn ‘915 when the treatment was new, the claim would almost certainly have been both § 101eligible and also patentable.
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When we apply the Alice/Mayo two-part test as originally defined (see image above, Alice Corp., 134
S. Ct. t 2355, 110 USPQ2d at 19 1 (citing Mayo, 566 U.S. 66, 101 USPQ2d 1961)), we find that the
claim belongs to a statutory category, but we also find that it is directed to a natural phenomenon of the
patient’s level of 6-thioguanine. When we move on to step 2B we see that the claim also recites a
genuine medical treatment for Crohn’s disease along with the well-understood, routine, conventional
activity – (medical) praxis – of adjusting treatment to patient response. Not only is there something
“significantly” more in the Claim, but there is, in fact, a lot more.
Here is the key point from the syllabus of decision from M yo v. Prometheus.
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Here is the decision.

SCOTUS goofed. By SCOTUS’ Alice/Mayo two-part test, which explicitly references this erroneous
decision, the Prometheus claims were certainly § 101-eligible, and SCOTUS should have proceeded
further to find the claims unpatentable.
Prometheus Claim 1 is directed to (recites2)a natural phenomenon just as the Diehr claims are (do), and
also Prometheus Claim 1 recites much more, i.e., a medical treatment (found in Alice/Mayo two-part
test step 2B), than a judicial exception (found in Alice/Mayo two-part test step 2A) just as the Diehr
Claim does.
Why did the Justices believe the Diehr claims § 101-eligible but the Prometheus claims not?

2

The new guidance metaphorically patches the hole SCOTUS punched in the roof of the patent system by covering it
with a tarp that works by narrowing the meaning and usage of the phrase “directed to.” The Director must receive two
cheers for this legal and semantic acrobatics. Unfortunately he cannot receive the third cheer because Mayo remains a
legally incorrect decision. It is just pure luck that invalidity was a correct finding for the wrong reason (§ 101ineligibility instead of unpatentability by virtue of either obviousness or lack of novelty).
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Diehr Claim 1
SCOTUS did not h ve the guts to s y th t Prometheus Cl im 1 w s nticip ted nd obvious. Or
SCOTUS w s un ble to rticul te the l ck of p tent bility under §102 or § 103 coherently.
[It may be unfair to the Justices, but they seem to have difficulty in distinguishing between a medical
procedure, which can be a claimable process, and a software procedure, which is not.]
The Mayo v Prometheus decision is almost formulated correctly, but SCOTUS failed to understand its
own words and overread the Ru er-Tip Eraser decision.
When the Mayo v Prometheus decision points out that a medical treatment is associated with wellunderstood, routine, conventional activity like “modifying dosage according to patient response,”
SCOTUS means but does not seem to understand that it has just identified an inherent limitation of the
medical treatment (medical praxis probably associated with practically all medical treatments).
In short, adding measurement of a natural phenomenon to the prior-art disclosed medical procedure
does not create a novel non-obvious patentable process.
Promet eus claim

is unpatentable. The assertion of invalidity by § 0 -ineligibility is total crap.

So how is overreading Ru

er-Tip Eraser relevant?
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1874 SCOTUS did not invalidate Blair’s patent because he was claiming an abstract idea (idea of
itself). SCOTUS was just saying that Blair’s invention was a good idea.
1874 SCOTUS was merely pointing out that a limitation of the well-understood, routine conventional
activity [praxis] of “joining by insertion” added nothing to the original device (or more correctly
system), which consisted of lead-pencil cum India rubber.
Likewise adding the step of actually measuring the natural phenomenon of thioguanine level adds
nothing to the prior disclosed method because all doctors apply the praxis of modifying treatment
according to patient response.
Thus SCOTUS broke the US patent system because it resorted to § 101-eligibility instead of rationally
explaining why the Prometheus claims were unpatentable under § 102 or § 103.

The Ru

er-Tip Eraser Claim

SCOTUS made a major goof in M yo probably because too many patent law professionals have been
overreading Rubber-Tip Pencil Co. v. How rd, 7 U.S. 49 (1 74). Analyzing the Rubber-Tip Pencil
decision can help both to explain the error of M yo v. Prometheus and also to demonstrate that
SCOTUS’ Alice/Mayo two-part test is basically correct albeit overly complex, something which is
corrected in the new guidance.
The patent of the Ru er-Tip Pencil decision is US patent no. 66,938 (Blair, Ru er Head for LeadPencils), which was owned Rubber-Tip Pencil Co. The single Blair ‘938 claim is alleged to protect
aspects of an invention associated with a manufacture or device. Here is the conclusion of the decision.
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[The above passage is a sort of first attempt in SCOTUS' patent decisions at articulating a Doctrine of
Aggregation.ii]
Unfortunately, the claim of US patent no. 66,938 is not a modern format claim.
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SCOTUS seems to be judging a claim, which in modern format might correspond to something like
one of the following.
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Possi le Modern Format Claims
While the proposed modernized Blair ‘93 claimsiii,3 are directed to praxis (not an abstract idea) of
joining by insertion,4 they also recite a lead-pencil and an Indian rubber. While one could point out that
3
4

Note the endnote of the original text (xiii) is reproduced in endnote iii.
Praxis is a lot shorter to write than “ well-understood, routine conventional activity” or element.
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neither a lead-pencil nor an India rubber was novel when the Blair application was filed, novelty and
non-obviousness determination is part of patentability analysis and not a part of § 101-eligibility
determination.iv In modern terminology 1 74 SCOTUS found the claim § 101-eligible but not
patentable, for Blair’s “device to give [his idea] effect, though useful, was not new” because he merely
applied praxis to an aggregation.
If we apply the Alice/Mayo two-part test to any proposed modern-form Blair ‘938 claim, once again we
find a claim to a statutory category, which in this case is an article of manufacture or a method. If the
Alice/Mayo two-part test had existed in 1874, SCOTUS would have found at Step 2A that the claim
was directed somewhat implicitly to praxis, which is “joining by insertion,5” while at Step 2B 1874
SCOTUS would have found the recited lead-pencil and the recited India rubber definitely to have
constituted something “significantly more” that renders any of the above proposed modern-format
claims to be § 101-eligible.
It should now be completely clear that 1874 SCOTUS was complaining that the idea of itself created a
distraction from the utter lack of novelty in Blair’s invention. 1874 SCOTUS was not asserting that a
claim to an idea of itself made the invention § 101-ineligible.
In other words, a claim to a system comprising:
• a lead-pencil;
• an Indian rubber; and
• a socket in the Indian rubber
has no novelty and is totally obvious because of prior-art system comprising:
• a lead-pencil; and
• an Indian rubber.
Adding a limitation of praxis (a well-understood, routine, conventional element) that consists of a
socket to enable "joining by insertion" adds nothing to the system to render it patentable. At some point
in time both the lead-pencil and also the Indian rubber were patentable. The system comprising:
1. a lead-pencil; and
2. a Indian rubber
probably was never patentable because the new system result was predictable from a combination that
was obvious to make.
There is absolutely no need whatsoever to address either the Prometheus or the Blair claims from the
standpoint of § 101-eligibility.
5

“Joining by insertion” like “adjusting treatment to patient response” represents “well-understood, routine, conventional
activity.” In the case of the two device claims, “joining by insertion” is recited as a claim element that characterizes a
limitation and not as an explicit limitation.
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Praxis: The Fo rth J dicial Exception
The first grouping in the list of Groupings of Abstract Ideas 2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter
ligibility Guidance makes sense. Mathematical ideas are obviously abstract ideas. The other two
groupings:
•

certain methods of organizing human activity (hedging, insurance, mitigating risk, …
following rules or instruction) and

•

mental processes (observation [e.g. of temperature], evaluation [e.g. of completion of
vulcanization process], judgment, opinion, etc.)

might be mathematical, or for the purposes of prosecutions be considered obvious or self-evident praxis
(“well-understood, routine, conventional activity” or elements).
While it is not clear that the distinction between praxis and organizational methods or mental processes
is always significant, SCOTUS – in addition to breaking the patent system with Mayo v. Prometheus –
seems – without having told anyone – to have introduced a fourth judicial exception: a wellunderstood, routine, conventional activity/functionality. SCOTUS probably did not want to scare
the IP community by using the more succinct Greek term, which is praxis (πρᾶξις: conventional
practical activity or functionality) and which I have been using because typing the phrase wellunderstood, routine, conventional activity etc. drives me insane.
Thanks to clarification and elaboration in Berkheimer v. HP there are now four unclaimable judicial
exceptions: natural law, natural phenomena, abstract idea, and praxis. Abstract idea should really be
confined to mathematics. The praxis judicial exception differs from the other three exceptions because
according to Berkheimer v. HP praxis requires factual determination. That requirement makes sense.
Something that is conventional in one art may not be conventional in another art.
For example, a non-volatile memory provides a conventional functionality (praxis) in a CRM claim.
The non-volatile memory becomes unconventional after it is programmed with instructions or data.
To a

doing research in AI, a non-volatile memory is a conventional element (praxis).

To a life scientist doing research in AI, a non-volatile solid state memory probably would not be a
conventional functionality. More to the point, a biological non-volatile memory might be a bio-organic
membrane-based system that provides long-term memory functionality in a bio-organic membranebased quantum computer that uses qusyms instead of qubits. Such a biological non-volatile memory
would certainly not be providing a conventional functionality today (although the situation will
probably be different 100 years in the future).
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Key Holding in Berkheimer
This passage from Berkheimer introduces the need for factual determination to determine whether a
claim recites more than praxis.

13
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Here are claims 1, 4–7 from US patent no. 7,447,713 (Berkheimer, System and method for archiving
and outputting documents or graphical items). Claims 4–7 should have been included in the text of the
CAFC Berkheimer decision.

A (substantially defined) data structure stored in memory (or storing a substantially defined data
structure in memory) may go beyond praxis and render a claim § 101-eligible. Demonstrating § 101eligibility of a computer program stored in memory seems much harder. This deserves elaboration and
any supplemental guidance would be helpful to stakeholders.
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§ 101-Eligibility and Patentability of a Data Str ct re
Stored in Memory
Why might a memory containing a data structure be § 101-eligible and patentable? It seems to be a
curious notion and may cause some of the push-back against those patents claimed to be software
patents. The reasoning seems analogous to that found in MP P 2164.01(b) How to Make the Claimed
Invention [R-08.2012].

Why is In re Breslow relevant? When Tommy Flowers first began to build logic circuits at the
beginning of the twentieth century (with tubes and not with transistors), he introduced the possibility of
a new class of potentially § 101-eligible structure built from logic states of elements included in
electrical circuits. These logic state structures in some sense live on top of the basic electrical or
electronic circuits. The combinations of logic states have similarities to chemical compounds, and in
justifying patent claims that refer to software(-like) data structures or to software(-like) routines, it may
be helpful to think with reasoning analogous to that underlying claims found in chemical, biochemical,
and pharmaceutical patents.
Neither the MPEP nor the courts (nor the EPO, which has an extremely broken concept of a software
patent) have explained what a software patent really is or would be. While I could produce a treatise to
explain invention at the gate level, I doubt anyone at the USPTO or EPO would want to read it. For
those not interested in reading up on some very basic digital electronics, the following is the punchline
of the treatise that I might write.
A correctly written software patent is shorthand for a tremendous amount of structure comprising states
of basic digital elements called gates. Including all those digital elements and their states in attempt to
provide enablement at the lowest digital circuit level would provide the exact opposite of a clear and
concise specification. In addition, the definition of the metes and bounds of the invention in such a low
level claim would be unclear both to the hardware engineer (probably not the PHOSITA) and also to
the software engineer (probably the PHOSITA). Specification of inputs and outputs, flow diagrams,
and memory structures constitute one way of reasonably specifying the metes and bounds of a claim.
The memory structures of the program are roughly analogous to the transitory but well-defined
chemical intermediates of MP P 2164.01 (b).
An in-memory software data structure invention is shorthand way of describing the novel and nonobvious structure of an intermediate electronic gate array circuit state.
A computer program itself is also an in-memory software data structure as a processor executes it, but
source code of a high-level program may prove to be both too specific to encompass the invention
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adequately and also simultaneously so indefinite that it pertains to embodiments of the invention that
the inventor does not possess. Genetic and amino acid sequences can suffer from similar problems
when an inventor attempts to claim a biotech, biochemical, or pharmaceutical invention.
It is not impossible that someone will find a way to claim a computer program simply stored in
memory. The family of LISP programming languages do not really distinguish between data structures
and program structures. If a LISP program could be claimable as a program/data structure stored in
memory, one could envision the claiming of an in-memory program written in another language if the
language compiler is somehow incorporated in the claims.
The CAFC points out with In re Alappat, 33 F.3d 1526 (Fed. Cir. 1994) that a digital computer (a
program-executing device) in the role of a component combined with software in the role of a
component can interchange with discrete digital components. Possibly an ASIC (Application Specific
Integrated Circuit) or an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) into which logic has been
synthesized can also substitute for a computer in the role of a component combined with software in
the role of a component.
An ASIC and FPGA designer will say that he programs either an ASIC or an FPGA. Yet compiling a
software program to run on a computer system and synthesizing logic into a Integrated Circuit (IC) are
very different operations.
An ASIC or FPGA-based invention in most cases comprises both circuit-level structure and also logicstate level structure.
While historically a typical VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits) has not comprised a
processor core+memory, recently it has become more common to synthesize an ASIC or an FPGA with
such a core that can be associated with memory. After synthesis the final programmed IC effectively
includes a program-executing device. Such a program-executing device could be described to act like
an active substrate comparable to the passive substrate of Printed Matter Doctrine. In claiming a
programmed ASIC or FPGA, the inventor needs to supply:
• a high-level logic description, which may look like a software program;
• detailed description of IC inputs and outputs; and also
• internal structure or register descriptions.
One is unlikely to use much in the way of analog mechanical logic today, but it is worth mentioning
that a non-infringing substitute for the invention described in US patent no. 4344142 A (Direct digital
control of ru er molding presses), which is the subject of Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175 (1981),
could probably have been created from several materials, each of whom expanded according to
different factors on heating or each of whose resistance changed by different amounts according to
temperature.
(A earlier patent to such an invention exists. Gould 3,718,721 entitled Method for controlling the state
of cure of cura le articles discloses an invention comprising a method for controlling curing state.
17

Gould uses a combination of a digital computer with an analog computer. Before digital computers
became so fast, analog computers were often employed in situations where it was needed rapidly to
solve a problem or to make a determination. Thus, while Gould ‘721 seems to anticipate Diehr ‘142, it
does not, because the two technologies are very different, and at the time many doubted whether digital
control of the molding process could be fast enough.)
Combinations comparable to the most complex logic system synthesized into an ASIC or into a FPGA
exist in pharmacology, in biotechnology, and in biochemistry. A new class of technology combines
technologies of the biologic arts with technologies of the digital electronic arts.

Patent Prosec tors May Have to Be as Inventive as
Inventors
The Courts tell us that a claimable software invention for a program-executing device should should
provide improvement in the functioning of computing system. Claims are allowed that describe novel
and non-obvious processes to refine materials. Why should a claim not be allowed that describes a
novel and non-obvious process to refine and improve information?
Sir Alec Jeffreys' genetic fingerprinting method claims in US 5175082 and in US 5413908 encompass a
transformation of ordinary genetic information gathered by standard detection techniques into a
refined conceptual combination that has new meaning as a genetic fingerprint.
It is probably water under the bridge, but the decision in Ariosa Diagnostics, Inc. v. Sequenom, Inc.,
788 F.3d 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2015) seems wrong because the Sequenom invention produced improved or
refined diagnostic information through a better noninvasive technique.
It should be possible to go beyond obvious praxis (or if one prefers certain methods of organizing
activity, e.g., hedging or mitigating risk) by moving into another technological art (a hedging claim
could be presented in terms of playing a game against the market) or by claiming the claimable inmemory data structure enabling risk-mitigation if said data structure has a novel non-obvious aspect of
the sort that requires factual determination according to Berkheimer to determine whether or not it
might represent praxis.
The patent prosecutor and the examiner both should keep in mind that a computer function
implementing a mathematical formula is not a mathematical formula but a specification for a sequence
of logic states that can produce a result.
It might be helpful if someone at the USPTO reviewed the above for correctness and decided whether
supplemental guidance is worthwhile.
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i

Judge Plager's comments from INT RVAL LIC NSING LLC v. AOL, INC. are worth reproducing.

ii

See Patent ligibility as a Function of New Use, Aggregation, and Preemption through Application of Principle by N.
Scott Pierce. Pierce discusses Reckendorfer v. Fa er, 92 U.S. 347 (1875) in which SCOTUS seems to address the same
issue that lay at the heart of Ru er-Tip Pencil Co. v. Howard, 87 U.S. 498 (1874). By returning to essentially the same
controversy, SCOTUS was able to rearticulate itself more clearly. Here is the critical passage.

iii According to Wikipedia “[an] interference fit, also known as a press fit or friction fit is a fastening between two parts
which is achieved by friction after the parts are pushed together, rather than by any other means of fastening.” The
interference fit is standardized as an engineering fit by ANSI and ISO.

The phrase “a straight uniform elongated tube shape having a straight uniform elongated curved side being defined to
be a limiting shape of a geometric sequence of straight uniform elongated convex polygon tube shapes, each successive
sequence member of said sequence being a straight uniform elongated convex polygon tube shape having more polygon
sides than an immediately preceding member” is a compound nominative absolute phrase and is meant to forestall need
to apply the Doctrine of quivalents in an infringement proceeding. The judge-made law Doctrine of quivalents was
first enunciated in Winans v. Denmead, 56 U.S. 330 (1853) and was applied to a limit of a sequence of frustum shapes.
This local definition via nominative absolute phrase may not successfully obviate need for Doctrine of quivalents.
With a reasonable explanation, an examiner probably would not reject this sort of embedded definition according to
MP P 2173.05(m) Prolix [R-08.2012].
iv The method of using rubber to erase a pencil mark was first identified in 1770 almost 100 years before the Blair
application. The vulcanization process for rubber that made an India rubber possible was not invented until 1839. Thus
the vulcanized India rubber was already almost 30 years old at the time of the Blair application. The modern lead-pencil
is a French invention developed in focused military research during the Napoleonic Wars when Britain ceased to sell
pencils to France. Thus the modern lead-pencil was almost 50 years old when Blair applied for his patent. See The
Pencil: A History of Design and Circumstance by Henry Petroski.

